14 October 2009

**CLP Supports Hong Kong SAR Government for a Greener Hong Kong**

CLP is supportive to the Hong Kong SAR Government’s moves set out in today’s Policy Address towards a greener Hong Kong. We will render full support to the package of environmental measures leading Hong Kong towards a low-carbon economy.

To support Government’s “Electric Vehicle Leasing Scheme”, CLP is working closely with respective government departments to enable more drivers to experience the benefits of electric vehicles (EV) and to promote wider usage. CLP also welcomes and supports the Compact Fluorescent Lamps Scheme that the Government announced today. CLP stands ready to work closely with the Government to enable smooth implementation of the scheme.

CLP is currently installing electric vehicle charging outlets in 18 car parks throughout Kowloon and the New Territories to support the introduction of EV in Hong Kong. Over the past six months, CLP has been consulting views among the industry and potential users, and has received general interest and support.

As part of our continuous efforts in promoting energy efficiency and conservation among the community, CLP provides free energy audit and advisory service to our business customers in Hong Kong. Last summer, CLP extended its energy service to the Pearl River Delta region with the establishment of CLP Energy Services & Technology (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd. Services have been provided to over 150 companies so far helping to promote cleaner production and energy efficiency.

CLP has been an early mover in various environmental initiatives to ensure that reliable, affordable and efficient power supply is provided to our customers with minimal impact on the environment.

**About CLP Power**

CLP Power Hong Kong Limited is the largest electric utility in Hong Kong serving the business and domestic community in Kowloon, the New Territories, Lantau and most of the outlying islands. Operating a vertically integrated electricity generation, transmission and distribution business, CLP Power provides a highly reliable supply of electricity and excellent customer services to 5.6 million people in its supply area.
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